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As is well known, the Salpeter equation is a relativistic one-

two-body wave equation for two spin-— particles with an instantaneous

interaction consistent with the hole theory >

e - - A

vhere

= c

\rJ
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ABSTRACT

He find a new fora of relativistic wave equation for tvo spin-r-particles,
vhich arises by an integral transformation {in the position space) of the
vave function in the Selpeter equation. The non-locality Involved in this
transformation is extended practically over the Compton wavelength of the
lighter of tvo particles. In the case of eq.ual masses the new equation
assumes the form of the Breit equation with an effective Integral interaction.
In the one-body limit i t reduces to the Dirac equation also with an
effective integral interaction.
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Here, the centre-of-mass frame Is used, BO that P = 0. The projecting
operator A1 J(p) differs the Salpeter equation (1) from the Breit equation
which holds in the one-particle theory. For infinitely rising potentials

If) 5)the latter equation suffers from the Klein paradox tJ' in contrast to the
former . On the other hand, in contrast to the latter, the former does not
reduce to the Dirac equation in the one-body limit

giving instead the equation

(at least when a one-Boson exchange interaction Is considered). So the
Salpeter equation does not offer any natural zero-order approximation for
relativistie calculations in the case of m. « nu. Such an approximation,
besides the Breit equation, is provided for instance by the Gross equation
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which also leads in the limit (U) to the Dirac equation

(T)

(at least when considering a one-Boson exchange interaction). As is fcnovn,

the Gross equation (6) follows from the re la t iv i s t i c two-time Bethe-Salpeter

equation if part icle 2 is kept on i t s mass shell with a positive energy.

Similarly, the Salpeter equation ( l ) follows if particles 1 and 2 are kept

with zero relative energy, while the Breit equation i s obtained if both

part icles also propagate with zero relat ive energy but only forward in time.

The, Salpeter, Breit and Gross equations may be considered as some

different approximate forms of an exact, r e l a t i v i s t i c , one-time, two-body
2)wave equation vhich is in principle obtainable from an exact, r e l a t i v i s t i c ,

two-time, two-body equation. One believes that the l a t t e r i s the Bethe-
Salpeter equation with an exact kernel given by the sum of a l l irreducible
(truncated) Feynman diagrams contributing to the vertex 1 + 2 —*1 + 2.
Corrections to the mentioned equations may be consistently calculated from
the Bethe-Salpeter equation by making use of such tvo-body free propagators

which meet requifementiB of the applied approximations 8}

In this paper we present a new form of r e l a t i v i s t i c , one-time, two-body

wave equation which i ) arises by an integral transforaiation {in the position

space) of the wave function in the Salpeter equation ( l ) , i i ) assumes in the

case of equal masses the form of the Breit equation with an effective integral

interaction determined by V(r) and i i i ) reduces in the one-body limit to

the Dirac equation also with an effective integral interaction determined

by VC?).

To th is end we rewrite Eq.(l) in the form

(8)
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Then, introducing the Integral transform (in the position space) of the vave

function ip (r)

(9)

we get the following new wave equation:

<;

-f +

(10)

because the reverse of transformation (9) is

(ID

Mainly, we will be interested in the situation where n. i m , . For a weak

interaction when

O(V)

Eq.(10) takes the form

(12)

- Hjfr- R ± 4.

(13)

While Eq.(lO)is strictly equivalent to the Salpeter equation (l), the

approximate Eq.(13) is equivalent to it only up to the terms 0{v).
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Hote that in the Salpeter equation (l) as well as In transformations

(9) and (11) and Eqs.(lO) and (13) (if they are expanded into (l/E,(p)) Vfr))
.. 6) i

ve can write

(HO

vhere K^x) = -tir/ajH*1 ( ix ) , 1C (z) being the Hankel function. Since

KAx) a£ l /x at x •+ 0 and K,(x) — •Jit/2x exp(-x) at x •+ •>, the non-locality

in the kernel of the integral operator i s not extended much farther than the

Compton wavelength 1/m . Such a non-locality in the Salpeter equation ( l ) and

in i t s integral transform (10) is caused, of course, by the hole theory, being

absent from the Breit equation where A (p) is replaces fcy 1. In the

limiting ease of m + » this non-locality obviously vanishes, what is

consistent with the fact that

(15)

at

In the case of equal masses, n^ - m 2 S m, when E^p) = E2(p) = E(p),

Eqa.(lO) and (13) assume the form of the Breit equation with an effective

integral interaction, via.

« O (16)

and

= O (IT)

respectively. Eq.(l6) was already considered in Ref.9> where also the

corresponding radial equations vere derived.

Finally, in the one-body limit of mp -» •>, Eqa.(lO) and (13) reduce

to the Dirac equation with an effective integral interaction, viz.

-5-

and

4

(18)

,<?>'
(19)

respectively. If treating in Eq.(l9) t V(r) as ± S^ip) V(r) + OfV 2), one

gets (up to 0{v ) terms) the Dirac equation with interaction V(?) or 0 for

E 1 > 0 or < 0, respectively.

Note that for any fixed e 1 the eigenvalues of H^p) of both Blgns

are mixed in Eq.(19), in contrast to Eq.(5) vhere for any Ê ^ the negative

eigenvalues of H (p) are decoupled (due to the projector An (p)). The

unwanted Eq.(5) would arise (up to 0(TT) terms) from Eq.(l9) if e x V(r) were

treated aa H^p) V(r) + OfV2).

In the case of normalized states, the normalization condition for

•„(?) (related to ^.tr) by transformation (ll)) is

h +• = -^ . (£0)

For a weak, interaction (cf. Eq.{l3)) this condition takes the form

^e/A>
which goes over into the usual normalization condition only for free particles

or in the limiting case of n^ •* <"•
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